
HONEYWELL AVIONICS 
PROTECTION PLAN FOR HELICOPTERS
Protect your avionics investment, avoid downtime and control costs 
 



Protect your investment, and control your costs 
Your avionics are a big investment - an investment worth protecting. The Honeywell 
Avionics Protection Plan (HAPP) is a maintenance service program that offers full coverage 
for all Honeywell helicopter avionics – because the unexpected does happen. So avoid 
unplanned maintenance costs, downtime and unnecessary stress. After all, when it comes 
to your aircraft, time is money.

Be Ready for Anything  
Your mission demands operational readiness, no 

matter if you fly executive/VIP transport, search 

and rescue, air ambulance, law enforcement, 

oil and gas, or firefighting missions. When the 

unexpected happens, you can count on HAPP to 

restore your helicopter to flight readiness. You’ll 

receive quick service and legendary support 

from Honeywell’s technical product experts and 

authorized sales and service centers worldwide. 

HAPP will get you back in the air – fast.

 
Choose Your Coverage  
You can choose a HAPP coverage option that 

meets your specific requirements, including a 

five-year fixed rate with no escalation. Specially 

priced plans are also available for fleet operators. 

HAPP allows for predetermined, fixed annual 

costs and flexible payment terms, making 

planning and managing your budget easier.

Take the uncertainty out 
of repair and maintenance 
costs. A fixed-price HAPP 
contract guarantees that 
your repair bills won’t 
exceed your budget.

AVOID UNPLANNED 
MAINTENANCE  

COSTS

AVOID DOWNTIME

AVOID 
UNNECESSARY 

STRESS

 
ENROLL IN 

HAPP TODAY 
 

AFTER ALL, 
TIME IS MONEY

 

 
Consigned  
Inventory Management 

And for even faster turnaround 
times, choose our new 
feature - consigned inventory 
management in the form of 
flyaway kits and/or on-site kits 
to position spares and exchange 
units at your location. Consigned 
inventory management reduces 
turnaround times by putting 
genuine Honeywell parts within 
arm’s reach at a moment’s notice.



HAPP PLANS HAPP HAPP GOLD
PLATFORM 
AVAILABILITY

24/7 Aircraft On Ground (AOG) 
emergency service • • Any fixed-

wing aircraft 

or helicopter 

with 

Honeywell 

avionics.

24/7 Road Crew Service for 
AOG’s worldwide •
No Additional fees resulting 
from no fault found (NFF) 
events

•
Counter-to-counter shipments 
and Saturday delivery •
Extended troubleshooting 
support •
Factory-backed support 
identical to your original factory 
warranty

• •
Field support system and global 
network of service centers and 
authorized sales and service 
centers

• •

Fixed price with an annual 
contract • •
Fleet discounts • •
Flexible payment options and 
annual or multi-year renewals • •
Full coverage on exchange and 
repair services • •
Fully transferable maintenance 
agreements • •
No-charge loaners • •
Free International Shipping • •
Tech Publications-Pilot Guides 
& System Description and 
Operation Manuals (SDOM’s)

•
Consigned Inventory 
Management (optional upgrade 
for HAPP and  
HAPP Gold)

• •

Go for Gold!  
HAPP Gold offers additional coverage  

for a nominal increase to the annual fee.  

 

Extra benefits include: 

• 24/7 road crew service for AOG’s 

worldwide 

• Extended troubleshooting 

• Counter to counter shipments and 

Saturday delivery 

• No additional fees resulting from  

“no fault founds” 

• Tech publications-pilot guides &  

system description and operation 

manuals (SDOMs)

*Costs based on the AW139. Individual HAPP annual costs vary by airframe and flight hours.

$60,000

$50,000

$40,000

$30,000

$20,000

$10,000

HAPP Cost vs. Repair/Exchange Costs

Possible unexpected repair/exchange 
costs without HAPP

Annual HAPP
Cost*

Minor 
Repairs

Major Repairs
& Exchanges
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Find Out More
For additional information and to sign up for HAPP 

today contact Caverton Helicopters: 

Executive Flight Facility, Murtala Muhammed 

International Airport, Ikeja, Lagos. 

maintenance@caverton-helicopters.com 

Tel:    +234 809 396 7449

+234 816 896 3972

+234 813 966 1803

GoDirect™ Maintenance Advisor
Sign Up for a HAPP agreement and you'll also get access to our latest GoDirect™ Maintenance 

Advisor application. Designed to facilitate rapid maintenance decisions, this ground-based platform 

was built to analyze and troubleshoot fault and operating data generated by Honeywell's EPIC 

systems. This is done by effectively leveraging mobile technology, analytics and secure connectivity 

solutions to deliver data to empower the modern-day maintainer. 

Get Global Support You Can Rely On
Honeywell avionics are backed by our Spares Exchange (SPEX) program, which provides line replaceable units exchanges 

and rentals for both warranty and non-warranty situations. All units carry the latest mandatory modifications and are 

updated with the latest reliability modifications while in the repair cycle. Supporting helicopter operators since 1954, SPEX 

has the depth of resources and expertise only available from a proven leader in aviation. 

Honeywell’s unmatched field support system includes a global network of supply depots, support centers and a world-

class 24/7 Complete Customer Care Center. The rapid SPEX turnaround time ensures that avionics covered under HAPP 

are ready when you need them.

Caverton Helicopters
Caverton Helicopters Limited was established in September 2002 as a charter, shuttle and maintenance company. It 

was initially set up to bridge the gap in the onshore helicopter service sector. Since then, Caverton Helicopters has made 

strides into the offshore support (oil and gas) industry by providing logistics support to the major players. Caverton 

Helicopters operates out of a 10,000 square meter flight facility at the Murtala Muhammad International Airport in Lagos. 

The company also owns and operates out of several purpose-built facilities in Victoria island (The Ozumba Heliport), Port 

Harcourt (NAF Base), Warri and Cameroon.

The company’s focus and primary business is to render logistics and environment support services to the Nigerian Oil and 

Gas producers, with broader to support energy operations along the West African shelf. Part of our strength in serving the 

oil and gas industry is based on making suited choices in the type of aircraft that we offer. With operating bases in strategic 

locations, Caverton Helicopters is able to provide a wide array of services to the offshore oil and gas industry as well as 

other business sectors, these include:

• Offshore & Onshore Logistics (Helicopters & Fixed-Wing)

• Private Charters (inc. Air Tours & Aerial Photography)

• Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul Services (Helicopters & Fixed-Wing)

• Maritime and coastal surveillance

• Emergency medical evacuation

• Search and rescue


